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Plugging on to Hawdon Hut

The  CHRISTCHURCH  TRAMPING  CLUB 
has members of all ages, and runs tramping 
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from  easy 
(minimal experience required) to hard (high 
fitness  and  experience  required).  We  also 
organise  instructional  courses  and  hold 
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut 
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for 
hire to members. Membership rates per year 
are $45 member, $65 couple, $25 junior or 
associate,  with  a $5 discount  for  members 
who  opt  to  obtain  this  newsletter 
electronically. 
For more about how the club operates, see 
the last two pages. 

News
Congratulations to Rex and Greta Vink for their recent 50th wedding anniversary. They 
married on the 12th of June 1962, and Rex and Greta arrived in New Zealand not long 
after. I believe they have been members of the Christchurch Tramping Club since 1963. 
Rex is our current club patron, and is often seen working on the club hut. Greta until fairly 
recently  has  been  auditor  for  the  Christchurch  Tramping  Club.  Both  Greta  and  Rex 
organise the mail out of the monthly news letter and FMC bulletins. Now that must be 
nearly 50 years of dedication to the Christchurch Tramping Club. 
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New Members Welcome: We welcome 6 new members to the club: Flore Mas, Angela 
Lowery,  Mathew  Crombie,  Margaret  Stent,  Lianne  Higgs  and  Rory  O'Connor.  Please 
accept the club's warm welcome to you all.

Tramper of the Month: Sue Hely 
I started tramping when my twins turned one, 40 years ago, with the Central Otago Tramping 
Club.  I did a lot climbing in Mt Aspiring Park; female climbers were hard to find.  Doug and I made 
pottery and sculpture and sold it in our gallery for 20 years.  I did a lot of cross- country skiing.

Sue beside the Tuke River, on the way to Ivory Lake

We shifted to Chch in 1997 and I found an abundant number of fit females trampers in the CTC. 
Flo was my inspiration (and still is).  Now that I am in my 60s and no longer extremely fit, I find 
that the cold/wet affects me more, and food intolerances make take-aways after tramping and 
food groups for multi-day tramps impossible.

My most memorable achievements:  Ivory Lake and Park Dome via the Tuke River; chatting by 
phone to a son from the summit of Mt Rolleston (since he’d beaten me here); climbing Murchison 
for my 50th birthday.

Now that I have retired from dental nursing my hobbies are classical guitar, putting our red stickers 
in geocaches and decorating rockfall boulders on our white zoned property.
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Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service 
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street) 
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If the departure 
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually 
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening 
or Saturday morning. 
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or 
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Thursdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre (Watling 
Lounge), Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the hospital).  A 
variety of social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits 
served.  If you can give a presentation or have ideas, please contact Alan Ross 384-6425 
or email alan.d.ross@orica.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if 
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp.

Thursday 28 June Club Night

Newsletter folding night:  Be the first  to experience the latest club news hot off  the 
press,  and  help  the  club  get  ready  their  next  batch  of  the  on  going  saga  of  the 
adventures,  trails  and tribulations  of  the  Christchurch  Tramping  Club.  Bring  in  some 
photos/slide of recent trips, or just catch up and plan for future exploits out in the hills. A 
good social time to catch up, whilst assisting the club with their monthly mail out.

Saturday 30 June Leader: Max De Lacey 03-688-8342 

Big Mount Peel via Coal Hill:  This trip will start from Boundary 
Stream, and will approach Big Mt Peel from the East, rather than 
the traditional Little Mt Peel. Be prepared for a long day, as there 
will be about 1400m height gain from the cars and approx 18km. 
As you'd expect, the tussock tops offer panoramic views out over 
this lovely area. Note: there could be an early start - make sure 
you contact the leader - and be prepared for a long but rewarding 
day. Ice Axe and Crampons required.

Grade: Moderate+ 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 28 Jun
Map:  
Approx:

Weekend 30 June-1 July 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686 
atromans@gmail.com

Mottram Peaks: Get some nice views of snow capped mountains. 
Go  up  to  Arthurs  Pass  on  Friday  night.  Climb  the  peak  on 
Saturday and stay at Anti-Crow Hut. Out early the next day. Ice 
axe and crampons required.

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 21 Jun
Map: BV20 
Approx: $40
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Sunday 1 July 
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Kerrie Maynard 386-2850 

Camp  Saddle:  Camp Saddle  is  a  nice  accessible  part  of  the 
Craigieburns,  just  off  the  main  range  of  Hamilton,  Cockayne, 
Cheeseman etc. We can go up from the ski field access road, or 
perhaps round via the Craigieburn Valley. It's a short but steepish 
climb onto the saddle (1480m) for a rest to admire the views out 
over  the  Craigieburns and down towards  the  Broken River  Ski 
area. From the saddle we do a lovely promenade east along the 
top  of  a  spur  to  point  1525  and  then  drop  off  to  meet  the 
Craigieburn Valley track again at Lyndon Saddle and hence back 
to  the  cars again.  700m-800m height  gain  and about  13-14km 
round trip depending on the exact route.

Grade: Easy/Mod 
(Requires 
Snow Skills)

Closed: 28 Jun
Map: BW21 
Approx: $25

Thursday 5 July Club Night

Outdoors adventures;: Richard Kimberly shows us his past outdoor exploits, including 
cross country skiing, the Copeland Pass, mountaineering and rock climbing. Richard has 
gained a lot of experience in the great outdoors over the years, so be sure not to miss 
this Thursday night's presentation.

Saturday 7 July 
Departure  point:  NOTE LATE 10AM START 
from PMH, Cashmere Rd & Bengal St. corner.

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Port Hills 1 - Hoon Hay valley to Sign of the Bellbird: First in a 
series of SUPER EASY tramps in the Port Hills. Start, Valley of 
Peace Cricket Ground to Kennedys Bush Track past Mt. Ada to 
the Sign of the Bellbird for lunch with great views. Perhaps return 
along the Mitchells Track (?) and down Hoonhay valley farm track. 
Back by 3PM! Hows that for an easy day & you can even sleep in! 
Suitable  for  backpacks  &  kids  6  and  older  in  good  weather. 
Distance 10Km. Height gain460m

Grade: Easy/family
Closes: 5 Jul
Map: BX24 
Approx: $10

Saturday 7 July Leader: Thomas Matern 354-4309 

Torlesse Full Moon Trip:  There aren't many full moons that fall 
on the weekend over  winter,  so I'm hoping to  do an overnight 
climb to the top of Torlesse with the full moon reflecting off the 
snow (well, that's the theory anyway...) However, the trip is very 
weather  and  snow  dependent,  but  it  is  Saturday  night  at  this 
stage. We will  leave Christchurch at 4pm on Saturday, head up 
the Kowhai River to the top, then crash back at the Kowai Hut for 
a late morning sleep in and get back to town later that day. We 
would  return  to  Christchurch  around  lunchtime on  Sunday.  Ice 
axe, crampons, and a good torch are necessary. It  will  also be 
good to bring your sunglasses!!!

Grade: Moderate 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 5 Jul
Map: BW21 
Approx: $20
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Weekend 7-8 July 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931 
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Boyle Flat Hut:  Graded EasyMod for those who want to walk in 
on  Saturday  and  walk  out  on  Sunday  the  same  route.  The 
moderate trampers can return over the top via "Faust" which may 
require  ice  axe  &  crampons.  Additional  option  is  to  pop  up  to 
Sylvia Flats to check out the Hot Pools before we head home.

Grade: Moderate 
with easier 
options

Closes: 28 Jun
Map: BU23 BT23 
Approx: $35

Sunday 8 July Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366 

Travers  -  Trovatore:  Travers  Peak  (1724m)  is  just  above  the 
Lewis  Pass Highway,  accessed from the  west  via  a  nice  bush 
track. From Travers we can descend a couple of hundred metres 
and trot over to Trovatore (1737m) and then - conditions allowing - 
head north-east along the ridge to pick up a nice descent into a 
stream. That takes us down to the Maruia and thus we can pick up 
the St James back to the Lewis Pass carpark. Height gain about 
1000m+, and ice axe and crampons may be required. Early start - 
contact leader.

Grade: Moderate 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 5 Jul
Map: BT23 
Approx: $35

Thursday 12 July Club Night

Quiz night: Michele Hood tests our outdoors and general knowledge. This is a great time 
of  year  for  you  to  sit  in  front  of  a  warm  fire,  and  read  the  entire  collection  of  the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica so that you can impress your club mates on the night. A prize 
to behold will be given to the best person or team on the night.

Saturday 14 July Social Event

Peninsula Tramping Club Annual Barn Dance: 8pm until midnight at the Roy Stokes 
Community  Hall,  146  Sea  View Road,  New Brighton  (opposite  Police  Station).  Spot 
prizes, fancy dress theme, prizes for best dressed. Bring a plate of finger food for supper, 
drinks supplied. Tickets available for $25, from Dan Price (PTC). Ph. 384 7065, mobile 
021 927 716 (txt is fine) email: dan.pryce@mas.co.nz

Saturday 14 July 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Antony White 381-5993 
phoenixantony@gmail.com

Point 1709:  This is a trip that may have been done by the club 
before, but not for some time. Its an unnamed spot height 1709m 
high between Mt Binser and Brown Hill.  The general plan is to 
head up to the Binser Saddle, then head north up towards 1532, 
then along to 1623, 1694 until  we get to 1709, before dropping 
down at some suitable spot to 560 where the cars are. Ice Axe 
and crampons are necessary. Early 7am start.

Grade: ModHard 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 12 Jul
Map: BV21 
Approx: $25
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Weekend 14-15 July 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Jim Western 377 5431 
jimwestern@xtra.co.nz

Hanmer Base Camp:  The Hot Pools are a given. But where to 
walk? How about Princess Bath and Mt Princess or Mt Clara or Mt 
Southey, all in the Lake Tennyson direction. Or head up the road 
towards Lewis Pass for  any number of  bush /  mountain walks. 
Don't  want  to  walk?  How  about  a  day's  skiing  at  Amuri.  Or 
mountainbike  the  growing  network  of  trails  in  the  forest. 
Something for all.

Grade: All
Closes: 5 Jul
Map: BU24 BT24 
Approx: $40 + 

Accom

Sunday 15 July 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360 

Rakaia Gorge: Rakaia Gorge Walkway is a nice easy trip, mainly 
following the cliffs above the gorge, and gives great views of the 
gorge and surrounding landscape. "The scenic attractions of the 
walkway  are  outstanding.  A  number  of  viewpoints  along  the 
clifftop  afford  dramatic  perspectives  of  the  mighty  blue  Rakaia 
River as it swirls past the steep bluffs, broad shingle banks and 
patterned farm terraces . . ." (Pat Barrett). The walkway itself (5k 
each way) starts in farmland but then enters areas of regenerating 
native bush, passes the disused Snowdon Coalmine, and ends in 
a good viewpoint. There is also the option - perhaps for the return 
trip - of a short loop which takes you down to the Rakaia itself.

Grade: Easy
Closes: 12 Jul
Map: BX20 BX21 
Approx: $25

Thursday 19 July Club Night

Morocco: Chris Curry presents tramping and trekking in highlands of Southern Morocco 
and the desert, including a visit to Marrakech. Be there to see this interesting part of the 
world and experience the fascinating landscapes and culture. Look forward to another of 
our informative and entertaining slide shows from around different parts of the world.

Long Weekend 20-22 July 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Thomas Matern 354-4309 
thomas_matern@yahoo.co.nz

Welcome Flat Hot Pool: Enjoy a long weekend at/in the best hot 
pools the South Island has on offer. We will leave on Thursday 
afternoon and drive all the way to a DOC camp ground at Lake 
Mapourika just north of Franz Josef. After having a good breakfast 
in Franz Josef the next morning we will follow a great track to the 
pools.  Since this  is  not  a long weekend we will  most  likely be 
alone there for the first night. On Saturday there are options to 
venture up the valley or to relax in the pools. On Sunday we will 
walk back to the cars and return to Christchurch, hopefully before 
midnight.  Trip  cost  of  $110  includes  transport  ($70-$80),  hut 
tickets (2x$15) and camp ground fees. A hut pass is not valid at 
this hut.

Grade: EasyMod+
Closes: 12 Jul
Map: BX14 BX15 
Approx: $110
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Saturday 21 July 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Doctors Hills  1 -  Broxron Downs:  An easy North  Canterbury 
tramp  in  the  Doctors  Hills  800m  (Future  wind  farm  site) 
overlooking 3 Deans & Whites Gorge's unique escarpment to the 
south, Pyramid valley (Hawdon) to the North, Weka Pass East, 
with the Cass Ridge in the distance and Mts. Grey, Arden and 
Hilton  to  the  West  .  Mostly  farm  tracks  or  easy  rolling  farm 
country. (Rehydration at Waikari tearooms) Start at 340m. Height 
gain 460m. Distance 12Km

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 19 Jul
Map: BV24 
Approx: $20

Sunday 22 July Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931 

Mt Barrosa: In the Clent hills, Mt Barrosa is a wee bit further west 
than  Mt  Somers  and  a  wee  bit  lower  too  (1364m).  It  is  an 
interesting geological area (Barrosa Andesite) and rumour has it 
that  keen  rock  hounds  can  find  geodes  (whatever  they  are). 
Historians  and linguists  will  appreciate  that  this  is  not  the  `red 
earth barossa', redolent of red wine, but the 1911 Peninsula Wars 
version - NZ was, after all, originally a colony . . . Remember that 
at  least  basic-level  snow skills  are  probably  necessary for  any 
moderate trip at this time of year.

Grade: Moderate 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 19 Jul
Map: BX20 
Approx: $25

Thursday 26 July Club Night

Newsletter  Night  at  the  George  Hotel  Reception Area:  Please note  that  the  club 
rooms are booked out, so we are meeting to have a coffee at the George Hotel, 50 Park 
Terrace (corner of Peterborough Street) from 7.30 pm onwards. Some seating will  be 
reserved near the reception area. People are encouraged to purchase a coffee etc, as 
the reservation is at no charge to the club. Next week we will  be back at our normal 
meeting rooms.

Saturday 28 July 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Cashmere Valley to Sign of the Kiwi: A series of SUPER EASY 
tramps in the Port Hills. Start, PMH off road to join Worsleys Track 
at 280m, up to Marleys Hill 502m (6m higher than Sugarloaf) for 
lunch.  Return via Mitchells  track to Sigh of  the Kiwi  (Coffee or 
icecream for the brave)  onto harry Elle back to PMH via  other 
walkways. Back by 3PM! Hows that for an easy day & you can 
even sleep in! Suitable for backpacks & kids 6 and older in good 
weather.  Distance 10Km.  Height  gain500m NOTE LATE 10AM 
START from PMH, Cashmere Rd & Bengal St. corner.

Grade: Easy/family
Closes: 26 Jul
Map: BX24 
Approx: $10
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Saturday 28 July Leader: Andrew Wrapson 980-6006 

Mt Grey:  Mt Grey is one of the most accessible of the bumps in 
the  northern  foothills  and makes a  popular  easy/moderate  trip. 
There are a variety of routes but one of the best goes from the 
Grey  River  carpark  up  the  river  and  then  up  a  spur  to  the 
northwest of the peak itself using the Red Beech track, curving 
back  southwards  on  the  ridge  to  the  summit  of  Mt  Grey itself 
(934m). There is about 600m of height gain on this route, which is 
about 7k each way. The bush on this track is beautiful - as well as 
the eponymous red beech it includes totara, matai, rimu and some 
kahikatea.

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 26 Jul
Map: BW23 
Approx: $20

Weekend 28-29 July 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196 

Basic Snowcraft Course: An introduction to the basic snow skills 
needed by any club member wishing to head into the high country 
over winter. The course covers the use of iceaxe and crampons, 
basic avalanche awareness, winter survival techniques and snow 
shelters.  Ice axe, crampons and helmet required; these can be 
hired from the gear custodian ..... get in quick with your bookings 
or you will  have to hire gear from the mountaineering shops in 
town. Contact leader for additional gear requirements. Gear check 
(appropriate boots, etc) will be at club night on Thurs 26th. Or as 
agreed with leader if you can't make it in on Thursday. Leaving 
town Saturday morning for the Craigieburn area. Saturday night 
will  be  at  the  Club  hut  at  Arthurs  Pass.  Sunday  back  to  the 
Cragiburns then home. This course is available only to full  club 
members.

Grade: Training
Closes: 19 Jul
Map: BV20 
Approx: $60

Sunday 29 July Leader: Clive Marsh 325-6253 

Mt Lancelot:  Mt Lancelot is 2112m high, and is on the Jellicoe 
Ridge  between  Mt  Rolleston  &  Guinevere.  We  will  tackle  this 
starting at the Klondyke corner, head up the Crow, and on to the 
ridge from here. Early start as this will  be a long day. Ice Axe, 
Crampons and Helmet is required.

Grade: Moderate+ 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 26 Jul
Map: BV20 
Approx: $30

Thursday 2 August Club Night

Tramping in the North Island:  James Hopkins takes us on some of his favourite and 
memorable North Island tramping trips. Those of us that live on the "Mainland" often 
forget there are plenty of interesting trips to do north of the strait, and in country that is 
quite unique, and challenging. Come and be tempted to venture north the next time you 
are thinking of doing an extended trip.
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Saturday 4 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Mount Cotton: Located in Cottons Sheep Range at the northwest 
end of Lake Coleridge is Mount Cotton (1470m). Ideal chance to 
become  familiar  with  those  snow  skills,  newly  acquired  or 
otherwise on an easy tramp. Height gain over 5Km is a kilometer, 
starting out on farm tracks which will disappear under a covering 
of snow. The rewarding view of the Coleridge basin second only to 
the much more technical Mt. Oakden from this normally easy-mod 
tramp reduced to an Easy Pace. Requires Snow Skills,  axes & 
crampons. Order from gear custodian clubnight 26July Distance 
10Km. Height gain1000m

Grade: Easy/Mod 
(Requires 
Snow Skills)

Closes: 2 Aug
Map: BW20 
Approx: $25

Saturday 4 August Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001 

Trip Leaders Course: All you needed to know about running trips 
but were afraid to ask. A course for leaders and aspiring leaders 
to  learn  the  skills  of  running  trips.  Trip  planning,  weather 
monitoring,  choosing  suitable  trip  members  and  equipment. 
Assessing  situations,  setting  priorities,  making  decisions  and 
taking  effective  action.  Evaluating  and  minimizing  risks.  Using 
different  styles  of  leadership  for  different  situations.  Handling 
challenges, conflicts and accidents.  Managing people in groups 
with a range of abilities. Doing all that and still enjoying the trip!. A 
combination of classroom and outdoor training - come along and 
be challenged. Start at 9am at the Horticulture Centre where we 
normally meet on Thursdays.

Grade: Training
Closes: 2 Aug
Map:  
Approx: $0

Sunday 5 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Antony White 381-5993 

Bealey Spur to Jordon River: There will be an early start of 7am, 
and it  will  be a long day. The plan is that we will  head up the 
Bealey Spur, past the hut, and up to point 1875. Then, we will 
proceed down to the Jordan Saddle, down the stream to Turkey 
Flat and head back to the car. This will be a distance of around 
26km, and a height gain of about 1300m. I did this in February this 
year, however it was cloudy for most of the way, so I'm hoping to 
get some views this time!

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 2 Aug
Map: BV20 
Approx: $25
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Saturday 11 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Lake  Coleridge  Potluck  Picnic  Lunch:  On  the  shores  of  a 
picturesque lake located above the Rakaia River. Starting from the 
Coleridge Power House do a quick loop to the Rakaia (300m), up 
through the arboretum to the penstocks ascending them to the 
surge chambers giving us a super views of the Rakaia River valley 
including its south side hills. Its then an easy walk over flat(ish) 
farm country (590m) to the shores of lake Coleridge (507m) for a 
shared potluck lunch followed by a stroll along the lake shore with 
its  surrounding  mountainous  splendor  to  aid  digestion  of 
luncheon's  excesses.  Height  gain  300m.  Distance  6Km. 
(Extended  lunch  break  with  Camp fire  hotplate  &  Boiling  Lake 
Water will be available). Suitable for backpacks & kids 6 and older 
in good weather. RAINCHECK - Thursday club meeting, Normal 
tramp in Castle Hill Basin. Still working on this.leader

Grade: Easy/family
Closes: 9 Aug
Map: BW20 
Approx: $20

Saturday 11 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344 

Mt Bruce:  Mt Bruce is a moderate tramp in the Lagoon Saddle 
area. Starting from Cora Lynn, you climb up through the beech 
forest  and  out  onto  open  tussock.  Good  views  from  the  top 
(1630m, or about 1000m height gain). There are a few different 
options for the route including descending into Broad Stream and 
picking up a very pleasant track back through the bush along the 
stream to Cora Lynn. This trip would suit people looking to step up 
from easy-moderate tramping - not too far, not too fast, not too 
high, no surprises, but still just a little bit more to challenge you ...

Grade: Moderate 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 9 Aug
Map: BV20 
Approx: $25

Weekend 11-12 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196 
steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

Snow Caving: Having done the snow-craft course with Adrian, it 
would be good to actually spend the night in a snowcave. Not sure 
where exactly, it will be somewhere not too far from Christchurch, 
probably  in  the  Craigieburns.  However,  this  trip  is  obviously 
dependent  upon  snow  conditions  and  weather.  We  will  allow 
several hours to make a decent cave, depending on numbers, and 
then sleep the night in it. That's the plan, so if anyone is up for 
cold-star  accommodation  for  Saturday night  (where  else  would 
you be?), and have done a basic snow-craft course that involved 
building  a  rudimentary  snowcave,  then  join  up!  Ski  tourers 
welcolme - we might find time to sneak in a few runs.

Grade: Moderate 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 2 Aug
Map: tbd 
Approx: $40
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Sunday 12 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366 

Mt Temple:  We start on the very friendly zig-zag path up to the 
Temple Basin Ski  area. Above ski  club huts,  the climb is a bit 
steeper, leading to the snow field up to Temple Col (1774m) and 
the ridge between Phipps and Blimit. From the Col we traverse 
and climb up to Mt Temple itself  (1913m, a bit  over 1000m up 
from the highway). You will need an ice axe and crampons and 
must be familiar with their use. It would also be sensible to bring a 
climbing helmet. Make sure you contact the leader directly to put 
your name down because he will have the list.

Grade: ModHard 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 9 Aug
Map: BV20 
Approx: $30

Saturday 18 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Easy Erik Norder 0221637756 

Bealey Spur:  Start above the baches at Bealey Spur and climb 
up through sheltering beech forest. On the way to the charming 
old hut, at about 1240m, the ridge opens up in places to reveal 
immense views over the Waimakariri River and to the mountains 
beyond.  There  will  probably  be  snow around,  especially  in  the 
open areas. Usual winter warm layers, plus a walking pole and 
gaiters may be useful. The hut is about a 450m climb from the 
cars and the round trip is about 10km. More adventurous trampers 
can go up Hut Spur above the bushline for a bit  to admire the 
impressive  horseshoe  ridge  around  to  Blind  Spur  from  a  safe 
distance.

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 16 Aug
Map: BV20 
Approx: $25

Saturday 18 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Coastal Exploring series - Peninsula - Hells Gate:  Starting at 
Tumbledown Bay its via Boaz headland over to Te Oka Bay, Te 
Kaio Bay and Hells Gate. Lots of scenery including, Devils Gap*, 
Robin Hood Bay and Snuffle Nose. A nice coastal walk exploring 
some of the Cliffs and Bays of the Peninsula's southern coastline. 
*Visit to Devils Gap coming. Highest point 200m Distance 10Km

Grade: Easy
Closes: 16 Aug
Map: BY24 
Approx: $20

Weekend 18-19 August Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686 
atromans@gmail.com

Barker Hut.: This hut is in a really beautiful part of Arthurs Pass. 
Moderate trampers can visit one of the nearby passes for some 
stunning mountain views or just laze around the hut enjoying the 
alpine ambiance. The more energetic (mod-hard) types have the 
option  of  returning  over  Mt  Harper.  Ice  axe  and  crampons 
required.

Grade: Moderate to 
ModHard

Closes: 9 Aug
Map: BV20 
Approx: $30
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Sunday 19 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Gareth Gilbert 981-1737 

Mt Thomas:  A north  Canterbury  gem,  taking  in  rich  mountain 
beech forest  and a bit  of  open tops.  There are a few different 
options for routes up and down from the Wooded Gully picnic area 
(go and see if the wild cherries are ripe!). We'll probably go up the 
Wooded  Gully  track,  which  joins  the  open  ridge  west  of  Mt 
Thomas itself, and then trot along about 1.5k to the tussock-clad 
top (1023m, about  700m height  gain  from the start).  We could 
return the same way or via a slightly steeper track down through 
the pine plantations on the southern spur. Should be about 6-7 
hours tramping at a relaxed pace with plenty of time to admire the 
scenery.

Grade: EasyMod
Closes: 16 Aug
Map: BW23 
Approx: $20

Saturday 25 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Peninsula  Exploring  -  Devils  Gap:  After  Hells  Gate,  there's 
Devils Gap. More details will come.

Grade: Easy
Closes: 23 Aug
Map: BY24 
Approx: $20

Weekend 25-26 August 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Gareth Gilbert 981-1737 
gilbert.gareth@gmail.com

Ada Pass Hut: A great trip on a good track to a cozy hut, ideal for 
those looking to get into weekend tramping. The Ada Pass Hut is 
is  the  second  hut  on  the  northern  end  of  the  Saint  James 
Walkway, about 12km from the Lewis Pass car park. Those keen 
can return via the Zampa Tops on Sunday.

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 16 Aug
Map: BT23 
Approx: $40

Weekend 8-9 September 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931 
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Lake Mavis and beyond:  Lake Mavis (above Goat Pass) in the 
winter! Come and visit this very accessible mountain gem when 
it's all covered in snow. A magical winter wonderland. Ice axe and 
very warm winter gear will be needed. Bernhard will guide you up 
the Mingha to Goat Pass and from there you will  have several 
options, e.g. staying at the hut, camping at Lake Mavis or even 
crossing over to Taruahuna Pass on Sunday.

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 30 Aug
Map: BV20 
Approx: $35
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Weekend 22-23 September 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686 
atromans@gmail.com

Mt Williams:  An out of the way and seldom visited peak in the 
Rolleston  Range.  This  mountain  is  significantly  taller  than  the 
surrounding  peaks  so  the  views  of  the  alps  should  be  truly 
stunning.  Friday night  departure and a high camp on Saturday 
night. Ice axe and crampons required.

Grade: ModHard 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closes: 13 Sep
Map: BW19 
Approx: $35

Long  Weekend  20-22  October  Early  start  - 
7am 
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Liz Tanner 0211400531 

Ngakawau  Base  Camp:  Ngakawau  is  about  25km  north  of 
Westport and a great place for a base camp. Saturday afternoon 
we will  explore the Charming Creek Walkway,  Sunday we can 
have  a  look  at  the  Denniston  Plateau or  the  Mokihinui  Gorge. 
Accommodation for both nights is in a backpackers ($30 per night) 
but tenting is an option too.

Grade: All / Family
Closes: 11 Oct
Map: BR21 
Approx: $50+Accom

Multi day trip 1-8 March 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Liz Tanner 0211400531 
lizjtanner@yahoo.com.au

Great  Ocean  Road  (Oz!):  2013  Trip  to  Great  Ocean  Rd. 
Tentative itinerary: 3 days in Grampians then back to Melbourne 
for 2 nights to visit  Port Nepean and Phillip Island. Cost: about 
$700 + air fare (includes vehicle hire, backpacker accommodation, 
food allowance of $30 per day). Dates in March or May as school 
holidays  in  April.  Local  walks: 
http://www.grampiansnationalpark.com/grampians/national/park/w
alks.asp Contact Liz by email if interested. Spaces left for two at 
this time. Discuss final details in October-ish

Grade: All
Closes: 21 Feb
Map: N/A 
Approx: $TBA
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Trip Reports
2-4 June 2012

Koropuku Hut
Koropuku hut is seldom visited by the club. To those unfamiliar with the area, this may 
come as a bit of a surprise given that, on the map at least, it isn't too far from the road end. 
But having just tramped to the hut on Queens birthday weekend, I now understand why 
travelling to this hut is considered a bit of a mission. We followed Club Standard Operating 
Procedure #1 by immediately getting our feet wet in the Otira river. Then we dodge the 
cow-pats until we turn off for Lake Kaurapataka before lunching beside the Otahake river. 
After lunch it was up, up, up to the ridgeline before we leave the track and continue to 
climb along the ridge through blocky scree, covered with low scrub. Eventually we reach 
the steep gully in which we are to descend into the Koropuku river. We bash our way down 
the scree before descending in the creek itself. Its tough going with some overgrown scrub 
and bush. Eventually we leave the creek at a prominent track marker on the true left and 
then sidle out through some beautiful bush. We're only occasionally on the marked track 
since the markers are widely spaced and quite difficult to follow but we arrive at Koropuku 
(Big  Tops)  hut  as  it  gets  dark  and  begins  to  rain.  The  heavy rain  is  being  blown in 
horizontally during the night and by morning it is not showing any sign of abating. We take 
a very leisurely breakfast and very slowly pack in the hope that the weather will improve 
before we start walking. Sadly, this doesn't occur and we begin walking wearing full storm 
gear. We retrace our steps from the previous day and grind our way back up the narrow 
gully and scree to the ridgeline above the Otatake river. As we reach the top the rain 
ceases and the wind drops off - perfect timing. We regain the track down and the weather 
continues to brighten with big blue patches of sky and intermittent sunshine. We reach the 
Otahake as the sun dips down below the western hills. Unfortunately the rainfall has made 
the Otahake river quite high and fast and getting to the hot pools could be tricky. We may 
be able to make it, or maybe not. Our venerable leader decides caution is the better part of 
valour and we take the flood track up river to the pools. We arrive to find the pools close to 
maximum occupancy with (guess who) Thomas and co slowly transforming into wizened 
prunes. We pitch our tents in the gloom and are soon squeezing into the water. It's a great 
way to spend an evening and I can understand Thomas' enthusiasm for hot pool trips but it 
seems a bit odd sitting there, staring up at the emerging stars, with cold feet, red hot left 
shoulder, scalded arse and what's left of me just lukewarm. After a morning soak we make 
our way back to the cars. The river level has dropped and we take the easier river route 
back to Lake Kaurapataka. Then its just one foot in front of the other until we re-cross the 
Otira and reach the cars at a very civilised hour. Trampers: Bernhard Parawa (Ldr), Max 
De  Lacey,  Martin  Brown,  Jovan  Andric,  Lovisa  Eriksson,  Liz  Stephenson,  Barney 
Stephenson, Andrew Nicholls, Andrew Tromans.
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9-10 June 2012

Not Lake Christabel again
This was my third  attempt to  lead the Lake Christabel/Rough Creek trip and my third 
failure. 
This time the cause of the failure was snow. Lots of snow. LOTS AND LOTS of snow. One 
of the heaviest Canterbury snowfalls on record, in fact. 
Immediately  following  the  snowfall,  the  party  of  eight  would-be  trampers  exchanged 
optimistic email plans of doing at least some variant of the original trip despite the snow, 
but  as  newspaper  and  TV reports  showed the  scale  of  the  snow dump,  the  level  of 
optimism steadily decreased. Finally, on Friday, when the Arthurs Pass road reopened, I 
proposed we drive out that way, hoping to make an assault on Edwards Hut if possible, or 
the club hut otherwise. And so it was with that plan in mind that the party, now reduced to 
three die-hards, headed off resolutely on Saturday morning. 
As we sailed past the Mt White turnoff, which had been used by several vehicles since the 
snow, we idly discussed the possibility of trying for Hawdon Hut instead of Edwards Hut. 
On the plus side: it was further from the Divide, which was expected to cop some rain. On 
the minus side: it  wasn't  as pretty or interesting. The prospect of staying dry,  plus the 
exciting but unvoiced prospect of trying out my newish 4WD Subaru Forester in all that 
snow for the first time, won the day. 
The Mt White road was fine until we got to where the side road to the Hawdon shelter 
wasn't. Should it be right opposite the signpost, or a few metres past it? I proposed an 
experimental vehicle charge into the white unknown to see what happened but was out-
voted  by the  voices  of  common sense.  So we  pulled  off  the  road near  the  signpost, 
shouldered packs, and started plodding in the general direction of the Hawdon. After a bit, 
Brian ducked off to the left and announced "Well, this is clearly the road." Indeed it did now 
seem pretty obvious where the road went, under all  that white stuff. So ...  why not try 
driving it instead? Back to the car we went, throwing packs in the boot and caution to the 
wind, and the Forester forged off into the snow. Happily, what had appeared to be a road 
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and still  appeared to be a road as we drove along it and all went well until a hundred 
metres before the final  rise to the Hawdon Shelter  when the snow became worryingly 
deep. At this point, common sense was allowed another chance, and we pulled off under 
the trees and headed off on foot for the second time, with Brian bounding ahead like a fox 
terrier on P. "I'm pleased we brought him along" I said to Susan. "If we play our cards right, 
and hang back a bit, it looks like he'll plug steps all the way to the hut." 
We donned sneakers to cross the Hawdon River and the Sudden Valley stream and then 
switched back to boots. Brian and I stashed our wet sneakers under a shrub and took a 
GPS reading.  Then  we  were  on  our  way  again,  heading  up  on  the  true  right  of  the 
Hawdon, with no more river crossings to come. Or so we thought. What poor memories 
trampers have. In no time at all, we found ourselves following alongside a deep stream 
that  flowed  parallel  to  the  forest  edge.  Why  hadn't  we  remembered  that  one?  I 
demonstrated how not to cross on a fallen tree, getting my boots throughly wet. Brian and 
Susan carried on upstream a bit before crossing on a rather more stable log than the one 
I'd tried. 
Although my feet were wet and cold, the sun was out, the sky was blue, Brian was still in 
fox terrier mode, and things were looking pretty good. Until, suddenly, over went Brian 
while stepping down a rocky bank and bang went  his knee against a protruding rock. 
Abrupt end to fox terrier mode. In fact, abrupt end to any form of motion for a bit, while we 
pondered whether to continue to the hut or turn around and head back to the car. Brian 
had the vote and chose to continue on, but, alas, his step plugging was over for the day 
and Susan and I had to do some real work at last. My memories of the trip are somewhat 
less rosy from that point on, and all I really remember is the pleasure of arriving at the hut 
at last, some 5.5 hours after leaving the car. Brian, with his bashed knee, was even more 
pleased to stop tramping. 
Unsurprisingly, we had the hut to ourselves. 
Sunday morning, and off we headed again in pleasant weather, retracing our footsteps as 
far as the East Hawdon. At that point, Brian, who had regained some of his fox-terrierness, 
proposed going back down the true left to avoid the side streams. This worked well, and 
we made much better time than on the way in, particularly now that the snow had melted 
in many of the dry river bed sections. We were out by 1:30pm, heading for the cafes of 
Springfield. 
Trampers: Brian Dougan, Susan Pearson, Richard Lobb (scribe).
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2 June 2012
Mt Philistine

Mt Philistine.  Arthurs Pass.  1976mtrs With a  weather  forecasting westerly winds,  later 
rising to gale force on the main divide the CTC troops head to Mt Philistine. Our mission to 
climb it or retreat to greener pastures further east. Would we have a window of usable 
weather?  9.15am.  The view from the  Otira  valley carpark  does not  look promising.  A 
swirling band of cloud circles the middle of the mountain although the summit remains 
visible...at the moment. Helmets, crampons and axes are sorted and stashed before 11 
hardy or fool hardy (take your pick) trampers set out. (The expression fools errand came to 
mind). This could be a short trip and an early coffee at the Wobbly Kea. The Otira river 
footbridge looms up and after a short consensus on morale and motivation it seems the 
troops still have high levels of both. Great! So...its off again Jeff leading the charge up the 
goat track to the Philistine bluffs. 

We come to a halt at the steep rocky bluffs that provide access to the upper terraces. The 
bluffs route used by some look formidable. (and have climbed lives) Mt Philistines upper 
slopes are notorious for having few weaknesses from all sides. A line of cairns marks the 
route round to an alternative gulley further west and we decide to see if this proves a safer 
option. Soon helmets are donned and with Clive in front and the team behind in tight 
formation we forge our way up the gulley, and our first obstacle is put to flight. We arrive 
on the misty terraces at a frozen tarn where food is scoffed in preparation for our summit 
push. The summit is now visible in bright sunlight. Crampons and axes come out and we 
begin the ascent of the summit pyramid. A layer of loose snow over an existing hard snow 
pack makes it tricky for our ice tools to gain any grip and we have to dig deep (literally) to 
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find any firm snow for upward traction or self arresting Up front Gareth is taking a bold 
direct line (possibly a first ascent) through ever steepening snow and rock. "Whats it like 
up there Gareth?" "Mountaineering manouvers here" is the reply. Clive angles the route 
more to the right, we follow and eventually we come to easier ground to the right of the 
summit. 1pm and we are all safely on the summit admiring the view of Mt Rolleston. Also 
visible the grand peaks of Mts Alexander, Murchison and Tara Tama, the ever present Mt 
Franklin and below us the Rolleston river valley bathed in cloud. Crampons and axes 
come out and we begin the ascent of the summit pyramid. A layer of loose snow over an 
existing hard snow pack makes it tricky for our ice tools to gain any grip and we have to 
dig  deep (literally)  to  find any firm snow for  upward traction or  self  arresting Up front 
Gareth is taking a bold direct line (possibly a first ascent) through ever steepening snow 
and rock. "Whats it like up there Gareth?" "Mountaineering manouvers here" is the reply. 
Clive angles the route more to  the right,  we follow and eventually we come to easier 
ground to the right of the summit. 1pm and we are all safely on the summit admiring the 
view of Mt Rolleston. Also visible the grand peaks of Mts Alexander, Murchison and Tara 
Tama, the ever present  Mt Franklin and below us the Rolleston river  valley bathed in 
cloud. This peak is a bit like Jack and the Beanstalk, the ladder up the gulley, the climb 
through the cloud which gives way to the sunny summit tops. Lunchtime and despite the 
prevailing wind we all sit and admire/prefer the views to the west. As we depart the summit 
the sun shines ever brighter and we don't want to leave. But... back into the cloud layer we 
go. Visibility is  poor again and we become separated,  inevitable for  a group so large. 
However after a brief regroup we are soon back down through the gulley and into the Otira 
valley again. The Wobbly kea... mushroom soup, beers etc are consumed and then its 
back in the dark to the Wobbly city. Great effort all! The Philistine team was Denise Stroud, 
Kieran McGuigan, Jeff Hall, Lynette Hartley, Gareth Caves, Clive Marsh, Arno Grueber, 
Jean-Luc Grault, George ?, Tom Hu, Richard Kimberley.
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Classifieds
Classified Ads: Are available to CTC members at no charge.

More about the CTC
Club Officers

President: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

Senior Vice 
President: Alan Ross 384-6425

Junior Vice 
President: Steve Bruerton 322-6196

Secretary: Li Li 021 236 3211

Treasurer: Andrea Zahn 382 1044

Club Captain: Adrian Busby 325-5001

New Members 
Rep: Liz Van Ekeris 337-0948

New Members 
Rep: David Cockeram 337-0948

Day Trip 
Organiser: Antony White 381-5993

Weekend Trip 
Organiser: Thomas Matern 354-4309

Social 
Convenor: Jim Western 377 5431

Gear Custodian: Thomas Matern 354-4309

Editor: Sam Cook 3227793

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton 322-6196

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real 
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back 
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please 
book before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings, 
phone Bernhard Parawa 981 4931; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 352-5329; or if they’re both 
away, Andrew Wrapson 980-6006. Hut fees are $10 member, $10 member's partner, $20 
non-member, $5 kids under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please 
tell the hut convenor, Steve Bruerton, ph 322 6196. 
Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of 
equipment for  hire.  The Gear Custodian is 
Thomas  Matern,  ph.  354-4309.  Note:  club 
gear assigned to you is your responsibility; 
please take care of it. Please make sure you 
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to 
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily 
punctured when bush bashing or even lost. 
This may result in serious damage to your 
bank account! Please air and dry tents after 
taking them on a trip  even if  they are not 
used,  and report  any damage to  the  gear 
custodian. 

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor 
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 22 July 2012 – Thanks.
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